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INSTRUCTIONS 

1. This question paper contains all .objective questions qivided into three categori�s. Each
question has four answer options given.

4. Category-I: Carry 1 mark each and only one option is correct. In case of incorrect answer or
any combination of more than one answer, 1/4 mark will be deducted.

3. Category-II: Carry 2 marks each and only one option is coITect. In case of incorrect answer or
any combination of more than one answer, ½ mark will be deducted.

4. Category-III: Carry 2 marks ea¥h and one or more option(s) is/are coITect. If all correct
answers are not marked and also no in�orre�t answer is ma*ed, then score= 2 x number of
corr�ct answers marked + actual mc1mber of correct answers. If any wrong option is marked or
if aiiy combination· including a wrong option is marked, the answer will be considered wro11g,

· �\it there is no 11egative ma�king for the same and zero mark will be awarded.
5. Ql!<;stions mu�t be answered ou 01'1,R slwet by darkening the appropriate bubble marked A,

8., 'c, or D. . 
. . . .. 

6. Use o�ly Bht�M,llue ball p.oint pen to mark the answer by complete fillinw up of t�e
respective bµbbles. . . . . . 

7. Mark the �nswers only in the space provided. Do not n1ake any stray mark on the OMR.
8. Write question booklet number and you.r· roll �umber �arefully in the specified lo'cations of

the OMR. Ajso fill appropriat.e bubbles.
9. Writ� your 11aJ11� (in block letter), name of the examination centre and put your full signature

. in appropriate boxes in the OMR.
IO. The OMR is liii,):>le to !:>�come invajid if th�re is �ny mistiike in filling the correct bubbles for 

question b.ooklet nu,nb�r/roll number or if there is· any qiscrepancy in the name/ signature of 
the ��ndit!ate, name of the examination centre,. The OMR may also become invalid due to 
folding or puttirig stray marks oh it or any damage to it. The consequence of such 
invalidation due to incorrect marking or careless handling by the candidate will be sole 
responsibility of candidate. 

11. Candidates are not allowed to carry any written or printed material, calculator, pen, docu
pen, log table, wristwatch, any co1nmunication device like mobile phones etc. inside the
examination hall. Any candidate found with such items will be reported against & his/her
candidature will be summarily cancelled.

12. Rough work must be qone on the question paper itself. Additional blank pages are give� in
the question paper for rough work.

13. Hand over the OMR to the invigilator before leaving the Exami_nation Hall.
14. This paper contains questions in both English and Berigali. Necessary care �nd precaution

were taken while framing the Bengali version. However, if any discrepancy(ies) is /are found
between the two versions, the info1mation provided in the English version will stand and will
be tri::ated as final. •


























































